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Standard Model and Flavor Physics
Wikpedia

Flavor (flavour) is the sensory impression of food or other substance, and is 
determined primarily by the chemical senses of taste and smell.

In particle physics, flavor refers to a species of an elementary particle. The 
Standard Model counts six flavors of quarks and six flavor of leptons.

Standard Model is based on SU(3)CxSU(2)LxU(1)Y gauge interaction.

SUSY flavor, 

Double the 

flavors. More

interactions.

In SM mis-match of weak and mass eigen-bases, leads to flavor mixing and CP 
violation, part of the story of flavor physics. 

Problem driven aspects! 2



A very exciting time for particle physics!

The last missing piece, Higgs, discovered in 2012 
(announced here on 4th of July in Melbourne). 

The SM is a complete story! But may be not all

Masses: All mass of order vew ~ 246 GeV??? No!

There exists a huge hierarchy among known 
particle mass… Also why electroweak scale is so 
much smaller than the Planck scale?

How different flavors mix with each other…

CP violation…

New particles or flavors? 

SUSY expects a lot…, not insight

750 GeV resonance?

Light 17 MeV boson mediating a fifth force?

A lot to understand for flavor physics!
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Number of SM generations

In the SM, only 3 generations of quarks and leptons are allowed.

gg -> Higgs ~ (number of heavy quarks)2, if fourth generation 

exist, their mass should be large, 9 times bigger production of 

Higgs. LHC data ruled out more than 3 generations of quarks.

LEP already ruled out more than 3 neutrinos with mass less than mZ/2.

Cosmology and astrophysics, number of light neutrinos also less than 4.

SM, triangle anomaly cancellation: equal number of quarks and leptons!

There are only three generations of sequential quarks and leptons!

Why 3 generations? How do they mix with each other?
Beyond SM, conclusions may change, X-G He and G. Valencia, PPLB707 (2012) 4

Dark matter cannot be the 

particle in the standard 

model, which has to be:

Dark Matter: 26.8%

Massive

WIMP

Non baryonic

No charge (electric or color)

Stable (τ > 1026 s, τuniverse ~ 1017 s)

Axion

Sterile neutrino

. . . . . .
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Quark and Lepton mixing patterns 

The mis-match of weak and mass eigen-state bases lead quark and    
lepton mix within generations.                      
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Status of Quark and Lepton 
Quark Mixing                                            Neutrino Mixing

Palazzo, Phys. Lett. B757, 

142(2015))

PDG

More data on neutrino this meeting: A. VillanuevaM. Martinez, B. Roskovec

Approximation: 

d=- p/2 q23=p/4

Why they mix the pattern shown above? Some understanding.



Test SM predictions and Hints for new physics beyond

Test for SU(3) flavor symmetry, and also SM with 3 generations!

A non-trivial example 
(Deshpande&X-G He(1995), X-G He(1999), Gronau&Rosner (2000)…)

A consistent picture emerge for phenomena related to FCNC and CP 

violation. Predictions can be made and used to test SM. 

A global picture of B-> PP assisted with SU(3) flavor symmetry. 
(Hsiao and He, PRD93,114002(2016))

Globally, no call for new physics, there are rooms for NP.

See Cai-Dian Lu. 

Ying Li for more 

on B -> PP, PV.
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1. Hints for New Physics Beyond SM
There are anomalies show in data hinting the need of new physics
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Some other deviations (anomalies)

Attracted a lot of attentions.

B -> D(*) t n    ~4s  anomaly

b -> s ll (Bs -> K* ll, K(ee,mm) fmm, mm..) 2~3 s

e’/e                  ~3s

h -> m t           ~2s        

g – 2 of m       ~3s

…

More data reports this meeting: 

F. Wilson, O. Deschamps, 

M Rozanska, M. Smizanska,

W-S. Hou, J. Schaarschmidt

G. Underwater



What needed ot solve the anomaly?

Exp: More precise measurements!

Thor: New Physics modify charged current 
interaction… in a way that 

a) The first two and third generations 
interact differently;

b) Have P-parity conserving and violating 
ones differently!
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X-G He, G. Valencia, PRD87, 014014(2013)

Third generation is different other genrtions, b and t properties are different.  
Other discussions on top FCNC, Chung Kao at this meeting     

The B ->D(*) t n anomalies

THDM-II cannot explain both
MSSM OK, Boubaa et al, 1604.0341.



The b -> s l l anomalies
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Descotes-Genon, Matias, Virto arXiv:1510.04239 



Theoretical modeling for b -> s ll anomalies
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(C-W. Chiang, X-G He, G. Valencia,PRD93,074003)

NP making a smaller b ->s mm, not disturb b -> s e e too much or larger thn SM…

(Descotes-Genon Matias, Ramon, Virto, JHEP 1301 408(2013); arXiv:1605.06059)

Lm- Lt model (He, Joshi, Lew and Volkas, 1991; Foot, He, Lew and Volkas,1994)   can help to resolve the anomalies too.



e/e anomaly-a classic problem for flavor physics

2.9s effect

Change b to s in the diagrams for B -> PP 
in previous discussions
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New Physics beyond SM?   SUSY a possibility.

Earlier calculations, can cover a large range (left) 

(He, Murayama, Pakvasa, Valencia, PRD61,071701(2000))

New, can resolve the discrepancy at 1(2)s level (right).

(Kithara, Nieste, Tremper, arXiv:1604.07400(2016)

(Kithara, Nieste, Tremper, arXiv:1604.07400(2016)

Other Kao talk: K -> p nn(NA62: 

M. Zamkovsky



2. Minimal Flavor Violation
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Too many model buildings, some more general analysis?

SM: FCNC and CP violation result from mis-match between weak and mass bases.

There are many ways beyond SM may go.

MFV provides a model independent way of organizing new contributions beyond SM.

Basic idea: FCNC and CP violation still reside in the tree level defined Yukawa couplings.
(D’Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, Strumia, Nucl. Phys. B645, 155(2002))



Example: Muon g-2, and Higgs Decay Operators

Relevant Higgs to mu tau decay operators
(Dery et al., JHEP1305, 039(2013); He, Tandean, Zheng, JHEP 1509, 093(2015))

Relevant b->c l n and b -> s ll operators
(C-J. Lee, J. Tandean, JHEP 1508, 123(2015))

Relevant operators for dipoles. Cirigiliano, Grinstein, Isidori, Wise, Nucl. Phys. B728, 

121(2005); X-G He, etal., PRD89, 091901(2014); JHEP 1408, 019(2014); .



The anomalies discussed earlier can be carried out in this framework. (Jusak Tandean...)18

Colangelo, etal., Eur, Phys. J. C59, 75(2009); Mercolli et al., Nucl. Phys. B817, 1(2009)

X-G He, etal., PRD89, 091901(2014); JHEP 1408, 019(2014).



3. Flavor Physics with Higgs and Leptons
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Cepeda, Higgs Tasting,2016,Benasque,Spain 



The h -> m t anomaly
(He, Tandean, Zheng, JHEP 1509, 093(2015))

20Gauged Lm- Lt model can provide solutions too, Altmannshofer, Carena and Crivellin, arxiv:1604.08221.



h -> m t  and CP violation in h -> tt

(He, Ma, McKellar, Mod. Phys Lett. A9, 205(1994)Berge, Bereuther, Kirchner, PRD92,096012(2015)) 21

Models which provide source(s) inducing h -> mt usually generate also 

correction to h -> tt coupling (for example, MFL discussed earlier). If the 

corrections is CP violating, effects can show up in h -> tt decay. 

(Hayreter, He, Valencia, arXiv:1603.06326, arXiv:1606.00951)



Constraints on the allowed regions, left scenario a and right 
scenario b.Including all known h couplings to leptons

CP violation for case a) Ap can be as large as 15%

for case a) Ap can be as large as 50%

Experiments should look for such CPV violation.
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g-2 and Lepton flavor violation

Muon g-2 anomaly is an outstanding problem.  Dam=am
exp – am

the = 288(80)10-11 3s effect.

In MFV, operator responsible for g-2 can be induced by dimension 6 operators. 

They also induce lepton flavor violating processes. 
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More on LFV at this meeting   MEG final result: T. Iwamoto; LBCb, G. Onderwater

Theory: E.Schumacher, J. Rosiek, T. Rizzo, M. Schmidt… Top FCNC: Chung Kao…

m  e conversion important probe 

for lepton flavor violation!



Neutrino Sector, d=-p/2 and q23=p/4

How to obtain such an mixing pattern?

m-t conjugate symmetry

(Grimus, Lavoura, Phys. Lett. B579, 113(2004))
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A4 models
(X-G He, Chin. J. Phys 53, 100101(2015); 

X-G He and G-N Li, Phys. Lett. B750,620(2015); 

E Ma, Phys. Rev. D92, 051301(2015))



4.Grand Unification, and 750GeV State and A 5th Force?

Anything grand unification can be of useful in flavor physics?

Of course, among many things, 

quarks and leptons are related and may have interesting predictions.

Example, Minimal SO(10) grand unification.
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Model has only 11 real parameters plus 7 phases

Babu, Mohapatra (1993)

Fukuyama, Okada (2002)

Bajc, Melfo, Senjanovic, Vissani (2004)

Fukuyama, Ilakovac, Kikuchi, Meljanac, 

Okada (2004)

Aulakh et al (2004)

Bertolini, Frigerio, Malinsky (2004)

Babu, Macesanu (2005)

Bertolini, Malinsky, Schwetz (2006)

Dutta, Mimura, Mohapatra (2007)

Bajc, Dorsner, Nemevsek  (2009)

Jushipura, Patel (2011)

SO(10) Yukawa couplings:

Minimal SO(10) Model without 120 

Good prediction for  q13

d Away from -p/2!!! Tobe tested!!



The 750 GeV resonance and muon g-2

B -> D(*) tn, This meeting: E. Schumacker

Hints for the existence of a 750 GeV resonance from LHC has attracted great 
attentions. Anything to do with flavor physics? “flavor refers to a species of an 
elementary particle.” So, yes?! Anything it can do for the anomalies discussed 
before? Yes, (g-2)m!   (S. Baek, J-h Park, Phys. Lett. B 416(2016))
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Figure draw with sa = 0.1. The 

Contributions to Dam(x) are of order a 

Few times 10-11. 

Too smaller to play significant role in 

Resolving the muon g-2 anomaly.  



The fifth force X boson and flavor physics 
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(Rev. Lett.116, 042501 (2016))

(arXiv:1604.07411 [hep-ph])



A realistic renormalizable model
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(Pei-Hong Gu, Xiao-Gang He, 1605.05171)



Conclusions

Most of data can be accommodated by SM. For sure there are physics beyond 
minimal SM, <- neutrino masses and mixing.

There are a few anomalies in flavor physics (apart from neutrino masses and 
mixing). Models can be constructed to explain the anomalies. Too many 
models on the market, MFV provides a good framework for model independent 
analysis for flavor physics.

It is important to get experimental data confirmed. LHCb and BELLE II can 
provide data to further confirm anomalies in B decays. Experimental 
measurement of muon g-2, m -> e g, m-e conversion, edm … can provide much 
needed information about flavor physics in lepton sector.

Higgs sector is also becoming an important arena for flavor physics.   

Exciting time ahead for flavor physics.
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